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Beinhocker has written this work in order to introduce a broad audience to what he believes is a revolutionary new paradigm in economics
and its implications for our understanding of the creation of wealth. He describes how the growing field of complexity theory allows for
evolutionary understanding of wealth creation, in which business designs co-evolve with the evolution of technologies and organizational
innovations. In addition to giving his audience a tour of this field of complexity economics, he discusses its implications for real-world issues
of business.
Demonstrates how we can, and why we should, apply the arts in development to promote meaningful economic and social progress.
There is no doubt that we are in the middle of a transition to a knowledge-based economy. Breakthrough technologies in microelectronics,
biotechnology, new materials, telecommunications, robotics, and computers are fundamentally changing the game of creating wealth. While
these new industries are growing explosively, existing industries such as banking and retail are being transformed beyond recognition. As a
result, a new global economy is emerging to replace existing national economies. What will it take for individuals, companies, and entire
countries to succeed in the new economics of the twenty-first century? Rather than focusing on spending, Lester C. Thurow argues that we
must emphasize investment in basic knowledge, education, and infrastructure. Only by committing ourselves to building communal wealth
can we maximize opportunities for building personal wealth as well. Building Wealth is an indispensable guide to surviving -- and thriving -- in
the economies of the twenty-first century.
A simple guide to a smarter strategy for the individual investor A Wealth of Common Sense sheds a refreshing light on investing, and shows
you how a simplicity-based framework can lead to better investment decisions. The financial market is a complex system, but that doesn't
mean it requires a complex strategy; in fact, this false premise is the driving force behind many investors' market "mistakes." Information is
important, but understanding and perspective are the keys to better decision-making. This book describes the proper way to view the markets
and your portfolio, and show you the simple strategies that make investing more profitable, less confusing, and less time-consuming. Without
the burden of short-term performance benchmarks, individual investors have the advantage of focusing on the long view, and the freedom to
construct the kind of portfolio that will serve their investment goals best. This book proves how complex strategies essentially waste these
advantages, and provides an alternative game plan for those ready to simplify. Complexity is often used as a mechanism for talking investors
into unnecessary purchases, when all most need is a deeper understanding of conventional options. This book explains which issues you
actually should pay attention to, and which ones are simply used for an illusion of intelligence and control. Keep up with—or beat—professional
money managers Exploit stock market volatility to your utmost advantage Learn where advisors and consultants fit into smart strategy Build a
portfolio that makes sense for your particular situation You don't have to outsmart the market if you can simply outperform it. Cut through the
confusion and noise and focus on what actually matters. A Wealth of Common Sense clears the air, and gives you the insight you need to
become a smarter, more successful investor.
Probing the effects of the social environment upon human development, this volume asks how we can best support the health and well-being
of infants and children in an era of rapid economic and technological change. The book presents cogent findings on human development as
both an individual and a population phenomenon. Topics covered include links between socioeconomic status, achievement, and health; the
impact of early experience upon brain and behavioral development; and how schools and communities can develop new kinds of learning
environments to enhance adaptation and foster intellectual growth. Synthesizing developmental, biological, and social perspectives, this
volume will appeal to a broad interdisciplinary audience.
Alvin Toffler’s Future Shock and The Third Wave are among the most influential books of our time. Now, in Powershift, he brings to a climax
the ideas set forth in his previous works to offer a stunning vision of the future that will change your life. In Powershift, Toffler argues that
while headlines focus on shifts of power at the global level, equally significant shifts are taking place in the everyday world we all inhabit—the
world of supermarkets and hospitals, banks and business offices, television and telephones, politics and personal life. The very nature of
power is changing under our eyes. Powershift maps the “info-wars” of tomorrow and outlines a new system of wealth creation based on
individualism, innovation, and information. As old political antagonisms fade, Toffler identifies where the next, far more important world
division will arise—not between East and West or North and South, but between the “fast” and the “slow.” In Powershift, Alvin Toffler has
formulated the deepest, most comprehensive synthesis yet written about the civilization of the twenty-first century. It is one of the most
important books you will ever read. Praise for Powershift “[A] sweeping synthesis . . . by placing the accelerated changes of our current
information age in the larger perspective of history, Mr. Toffler helps us to face the future with less wariness and more understanding.”—The
New York Times Book Review “An insightful guide to a bewildering present and a frightening future . . . thought-provoking on every
page.”—Newsday
The emerging world was poor and illiterate just forty years ago. Today, over 70 per cent of the world’s middle class resides in the erstwhile
poor countries; world income inequality is down to levels last observed in 1870; and there has been a large reduction in absolute poverty.
What accounts for such rapid development and catch-up? Distinguished economist Surjit S. Bhalla’s The New Wealth of Nations offers a
short answer—the spread of education. The very large increase in college graduates in the non-Western world, the growing educational
achievements of women, and the radical change in gender roles is critical to the understanding of current-day mega-trends. Indeed, this
unprecedented development—which creates competition globally and lowers employment costs—is also why world inflation has been low, and
declining, for nearly twenty years. Here is a book that breaks new ground. Besides identifying the fallacies in anti-globalization rhetoric—voiced
by Brexit and Trump supporters—it points out a major lacuna in current attempts to measure wealth inequality. Through a series of compelling
arguments, anecdotes, studies, calculations, tables, and charts, Bhalla emphatically reminds us that education is the new wealth, and is, in
fact, currently of a greater magnitude than financial wealth, and much more equally distributed. Even while acknowledging the giant strides
made by the developing world, The New Wealth of Nations investigates the downsides to the explosion of education and technology, and why
countries, rich and emerging, will have to explore options like basic income and negative income tax, so that a new welfare order, appropriate
for the changed—and changing—21st century can emerge. * Surjit S. Bhalla has been recently appointed as a member of PM Modi’s
Economic Advisory Council, and his new work is a ground-breaking achievement that argues for a new welfare order across nations which is
better suited for the constantly transforming time we live in. * Through a series of compelling arguments, anecdotes, studies, calculations,
tables, and charts, noted economist Surjit S. Bhalla establishes in his latest book that education is the new wealth of nations. * This book
offers insights into the definitions of the poor, the middle class, and the rich, while relating each of these to advances in schooling attainment.
It explores the economic reasons behind the political success of globalization in the Western world till the early 2000s, and now its fall from
grace in these same countries as notably evidenced by Brexit and the rise of Donald Trump. * Releasing for authors UK visit in February
2018.

In Thomas A. Stewart’s bestselling first book, Intellectual Capital, he redefined the priorities of businesses around the
world, demonstrating that the most important assets companies own today are often not tangible goods, equipment,
financial capital, or market share, but the intangibles: patents, the knowledge of workers, and the information about
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customers and channels and past experience that a company has in its institutional memory. Now in his new book, The
Wealth of Knowledge, Stewart--widely acknowledged as the world’s leading expert on working with intellectual capital in
today’s knowledge economy--reveals how today’s companies are applying the concept of intellectual capital into day-today operations to dramatically increase their success in the marketplace. Arguing that companies can make untold
millions of dollars by managing knowledge more effectively--and save millions more--Stewart offers executives and
managers compelling accounts of how leading companies around the world are successfully tackling the practical issues
involved in today’s knowledge economy. The heart of the book is a revolutionary 4-step preocess that shows how to put
intellectual capital to work to improve performance and profitablity, as well as manage knowledge processes. He goes on
to discuss how companies can better utilize their current assets and enhance their knowledge resources for the future.
Questioning many of the assumptions that have ruled business in the twentieth century, he addresses such critical and
fundamental issues as why companies exist, how they should be organized and how people should be compensated.
With his customary fearlessness and foresight, he plunges into the thick of the controversial arena of measuring and
accounting, as well-an increasingly difficult task when a corporation’s assets are intangible. The Wealth of Knowledge
not only sets out the latest thinking in creating and managing knowledge assets, but provides a detailed course of action
for corporations trying to navigate their way in the world of knowledge economy.
A critical resource for families managing significant wealth Wealth of Wisdom offers essential guidance and tools to help
high-net-worth families successfully manage significant wealth. By compiling the 50 most common questions surrounding
protection and growth, this book provides a compendium of knowledge from experts around the globe and across
disciplines. Deep insight and thoughtful answers put an end to uncertainty, and help lay to rest the issues you have been
wrestling with for years; by divulging central lessons and explaining practical actions you can take today, this book gives
you the critical information you need to make more informed decisions about your financial legacy. Vital charts, graphics,
questionnaires, worksheets and other tools help you get organised, develop a strategy and take real control of your
family's wealth, while case studies show how other families have handled the very dilemmas you may be facing today.
Managing significant wealth is a complex affair, and navigating the financial world at that level involves making decisions
that can have major ramifications — these are not decisions to make lightly. This book equips you to take positive action,
be proactive and make the tough decisions to protect and grow your family's wealth. Ensure your personal and financial
success and legacy Access insight and data from leading experts Adopt the most useful tools and strategies for wealth
management Learn how other families have successfully navigated common dilemmas When your family's wealth is at
stake, knowledge is critical — and uncertainty can be dangerous. Drawn from interactions with hundreds ofwealthy
individuals and families, Wealth of Wisdom provides a definitive resource of practical solutions from the world's best
financial minds.
Starting with the publication of their seminal bestseller, Future Shock, Alvin and Heidi Toffler have given millions of
readers new ways to think about personal life in today’s high-speed world with its constantly changing, seemingly
random impacts on our businesses, governments, families and daily lives. Now, writing with the same rare grasp and
clarity that made their earlier books classics, the Tofflers turn their attention to the revolution in wealth now sweeping the
planet. And once again, they provide a penetrating, coherent way to make sense of the seemingly
senseless.Revolutionary Wealth is about how tomorrow’s wealth will be created, and who will get it and how. But twentyfirst-century wealth, according to the Tofflers, is not just about money, and cannot be understood in terms of industrialage economics. Thus they write here about everything from education and child rearing to Hollywood and China, from
everyday truth and misconceptions to what they call our “third job”—the unnoticed work we do without pay for some of the
biggest corporations in our country. They show the hidden connections between extreme sports, chocolate chip cookies,
Linux software and the “surplus complexity” in our lives as society wobbles back and forth between depressing
decadence and a hopeful post-decadence. In their earlier work, the Tofflers coined the word “prosumer” for people who
consume what they themselves produce. In Revolutionary Wealth they expand the concept to reveal how many of our
activities—whether parenting or volunteering, blogging, painting our house, improving our diet, organizing a neighborhood
council or even “mashing” music—pump “free lunch” from the “hidden” non-money economy into the money economy
that economists track. Prosuming, they forecast, is about to explode and compel radical changes in the way we measure,
make and manipulate wealth. Blazing with fresh ideas, Revolutionary Wealth provides readers with powerful new tools for
thinking about—and preparing for—their future.
A tour of modern economics as reflected by Paul Romer's new growth theory describes Adam Smith's presentation of a
challenging economic puzzle more than two hundred years ago, various efforts and tools that were applied to its solution,
and the applications of Romer's solution by some of today's top companies. Reprint.
Sveiby offers practical advice on how to manage knowledge companies - such as accounting firms, management
consulting firms, advertising agencies and computer consultants - and their employees
Describes how patterns of information, knowledge, and cultural production are changing. The author shows that the way
information and knowledge are made available can either limit or enlarge the ways people create and express
themselves. He describes the range of legal and policy choices that confront.
The book presents estimates of total wealth for nearly 120 countries, using economic theory to decompose the wealth of
a nation into its component pieces: produced capital, natural resources and human resources. The wealth estimates
provide a unique opportunity to look at economic management from a broader and comprehensive perspective. The
book's basic tenet is that economic development can be conceived as a process of portfolio management, so that
sustainability becomes an integral part of economic policy making. The rigorous analysis, presented in accessible format,
tackles issues such as g.
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None of us has ever lived through a genuine industrial revolution. Until now. Digital technology is transforming every corner of the economy,
fundamentally altering the way things are done, who does them, and what they earn for their efforts. In The Wealth of Humans, Economist
editor Ryan Avent brings up-to-the-minute research and reporting to bear on the major economic question of our time: can the modern world
manage technological changes every bit as disruptive as those that shook the socioeconomic landscape of the 19th century? Traveling from
Shenzhen, to Gothenburg, to Mumbai, to Silicon Valley, Avent investigates the meaning of work in the twenty-first century: how technology is
upending time-tested business models and thrusting workers of all kinds into a world wholly unlike that of a generation ago. It's a world in
which the relationships between capital and labor and between rich and poor have been overturned. Past revolutions required rewriting the
social contract: this one is unlikely to demand anything less. Avent looks to the history of the Industrial Revolution and the work of numerous
experts for lessons in reordering society. The future needn't be bleak, but as The Wealth of Humans explains, we can't expect to restructure
the world without a wrenching rethinking of what an economy should be.
With advances in information technology people are being empowered to connect, collaborate, create wealth and self-order without
bureaucracy or representative government. Infinite Wealth shows how the frantic change within organizations is part of a process of creating
a new type of wealth creation enterprise enabled through the Internet. Infinite Wealth illuminates our environment, allowing us to clearly see
the big picture and how the individual pieces of today's activity fit into a coherent new worldview, thus making sense of today's chaos. This
revolutionary synthesis empowers you to understand what is occurring and to make effective personal choices regarding your work and life.
The history of nations is a history of haves and have-nots, and as we approach the millennium, the gap between rich and poor countries is
widening. In this engrossing and important new work, eminent historian David Landes explores the complex, fascinating and often startling
causes of the wealth and poverty of nations. The answers are found not only in the large forces at work in economies: geography, religion,
the broad swings of politics, but also in the small surprising details. In Europe, the invention of spectacles doubled the working life of skilled
craftsmen, and played a prominent role in the creation of articulated machines, and in China, the failure to adopt the clock fundamentally
hindered economic development. The relief of poverty is vital to the survival of us all. As David Landes brilliantly shows, the key to future
success lies in understanding the lessons the past has to teach us - lessons uniquely imparted in this groundbreaking and vital book which
exemplifies narrative history at its best.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
The transmission of wealth between generations was not only a narrative commonplace in nineteenth-century France, but also a topic of
considerable cultural anxiety and intense political debate. In this study, Andrew J. Counter draws on a wealth of previously unexplored
material to show how the theme of inheritance in literature and beyond acquired ethical, historical and ideological connotations, and was vital
to nineteenth-century French conceptions of the family and of the legacy of the Revolution. Weaving together fiction, drama, legal texts,
historiographical thought and political writing, Inheritance in Nineteenth-Century French Culture teases out a complex leitmotiv that gives us a
new understanding of nineteenth- century Frances sense of its own place in history. It also proposes innovative readings of writers as familiar
as Honore de Balzac, George Sand, Guy de Maupassant and Emile Zola, while drawing attention to a range of neglected authors and works.
This work opens with a development of the notion of Unfathomed Knowledge, which Bartley makes clear by using it to explain such recent
scientific advances as the development of drugs for the treatment of AIDS, and by showing its implications for such far-flung fields as the
Marxist theory of alienation, the sociology of knowledge, patent law, and morality.
Ronald Reagan’s most-quoted living author—George Gilder—is back with an all-new paradigm-shifting theory of capitalism that will upturn
conventional wisdom, just when our economy desperately needs a new direction. America’s struggling economy needs a better philosophy
than the college student's lament: "I can't be out of money, I still have checks in my checkbook!" We’ve tried a government spending spree,
and we’ve learned it doesn’t work. Now is the time to rededicate our country to the pursuit of free market capitalism, before we’re buried
under a mound of debt and unfunded entitlements. But how do we navigate between government spending that's too big to sustain and
financial institutions that are "too big to fail?" In Knowledge and Power, George Gilder proposes a bold new theory on how capitalism
produces wealth and how our economy can regain its vitality and its growth. Gilder breaks away from the supply-side model of economics to
present a new economic paradigm: the epic conflict between the knowledge of entrepreneurs on one side, and the blunt power of government
on the other. The knowledge of entrepreneurs, and their freedom to share and use that knowledge, are the sparks that light up the economy
and set its gears in motion. The power of government to regulate, stifle, manipulate, subsidize or suppress knowledge and ideas is the inertia
that slows those gears down, or keeps them from turning at all. One of the twentieth century’s defining economic minds has returned with a
new philosophy to carry us into the twenty-first. Knowledge and Power is a must-read for fiscal conservatives, business owners, CEOs,
investors, and anyone interested in propelling America’s economy to future success.
Hailed as "the guide to capitalism," this bestseller is one of the most famous economic books of all time and has sold more than one million
copies since its first release.
Countries regularly track gross domestic product (GDP) as an indicator of their economic progress, but not wealth—the assets such as
infrastructure, forests, minerals, and human capital that produce GDP. In contrast, corporations routinely report on both their income and
assets to assess their economic health and prospects for the future. Wealth accounts allow countries to take stock of their assets to monitor
the sustainability of development, an urgent concern today for all countries. The Changing Wealth of Nations 2018: Building a Sustainable
Future covers national wealth for 141 countries over 20 years (1995†“2014) as the sum of produced capital, 19 types of natural capital, net
foreign assets, and human capital overall as well as by gender and type of employment. Great progress has been made in estimating wealth
since the fi rst volume, Where Is the Wealth of Nations? Measuring Capital for the 21st Century, was published in 2006. New data
substantially improve estimates of natural capital, and, for the fi rst time, human capital is measured by using household surveys to estimate
lifetime earnings. The Changing Wealth of Nations 2018 begins with a review of global and regional trends in wealth over the past two
decades and provides examples of how wealth accounts can be used for the analysis of development patterns. Several chapters discuss the
new work on human capital and its application in development policy. The book then tackles elements of natural capital that are not yet fully
incorporated in the wealth accounts: air pollution, marine fi sheries, and ecosystems. This book targets policy makers but will engage anyone
committed to building a sustainable future for the planet.
Unlock the Fountain of Prosperity Inside You! “I truly believe Jim Rohn is an extraordinary human being whose philosophy can enhance the
quality of life for anyone.” —Anthony Robbins “Few men are endowed with Jim Rohn’s ability to motivate and effect changes in other human
beings.” —Tom Hopkins “Jim Rohn . . . is one of the most profound thinkers and mind expanding individuals I’ve ever had a chance to listen
to.” — Les Brown “Jim Rohn is a master motivator—he has style, substance, charisma, relevance, charm, and what he says makes a
difference . . . The world would be a better place if everyone heard my friend Jim Rohn.” —Mark Victor Hansen You don’t have to choose
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between wealth and happiness—they spring from the same fountain of abundance. With this book, you’ll discover the seven essential
strategies you need for success: ·Unleash the Power of Goals ·Seek Knowledge ·Learn the Miracle of Personal Development ·Control Your
Finances ·Master Time ·Surround Yourself with Winners ·Learn the Art of Living Well Author Jim Rohn’s philosophy has helped millions
change their lives for the better. Find out what it can do for you!
Bestselling author Riane Eisler (The Chalice and the Blade, which has sold more than 500,000 copies sold) shows that at the root of all of
society's big problems is the fact that we don't value what matters. She then presents a radical reformulation of economics priorities focused
on the home.
For nearly ten years, readers of the Sunday Boston Globe and newspapers around America have delighted in David Warsh's column,
"Economic Principals." This collection shows why. Taken as a whole, Warsh's writings amount to a vast and colorful group portrait of the
personalities who dominate modem economics -- from the luminaries to unknown soldiers to eccentrics who add sparkle to the tapestry.
Partly a history of controversies in economics, partly an essay on the evolution of the field, Economic Principals offers a glimpse of one of the
most important stories of our time: the metamorphosis of a priestly class of moral philosophers into the mathematical mandarins of today,
whose ideas are reshaping society even as they reveal its workings in ever more subtle detail. Warsh first recounts the rise of the economic
paradigm, deftly treating the rediscovery of Adam Smith and the centrality of markets. He then turns to the generation of economists for
whom the Nobel Prize was created in 1969, the men who forged the modern field in a few years during and after World War II. Some, like
Paul Samuelson and Milton Friedman, are well known to the public; others, like Trygvie Haavelmo and George Dantzig, are less quickly
recognized. But all have interesting stories which Warsh brings to light. Tracing the high tech revolution to the current generation, he sketches
younger scholars such as Jeffrey Sachs, Martin Feldstein, and others less popularly known, who rule the field today. Marking the most
powerful applications of modern economics, Warsh explains how the ingenious "rocket scientists" of Wall Street are creating new markets
and the business school wizards and leading corporate executives are reinventing the organization. Finally, in exploring the implications of
modern economics, Warsh introduces us to scholars operating on the boundaries of the field, from Jane Jacobs to Noam Chomsky, and to
the critics, like Donald McCloskey and Robert Reich, who have brought a bit of moral philosophy back into the economist's brave new world.
At every step, Warsh maps the field with the journalist's eye for detail. Readers will see why he is considered one of the most consistently
stimulating economic journalists in America today.
Shows corporate managers how to find, develop, and use their employees' specialized knowledge and skills to improve their products and
procedures, offering examples of the intellectual capital revolution sweeping America's corporations today.
This book illustrates that, although innovation has always mattered in economic development, simply increasing expenditure in creating
knowledge may not be the answer: we need to look at the whole system through which such knowledge translates to value creation. The
contributors explore the implications of the changing twenty-first century context of networked, global and increasingly open innovation a
world in which knowledge flows become as important as knowledge creation. In so doing, they address four key questions: what is the
context within which innovation occurs in the UK? How do new firms form on the basis of knowledge and its deployment? How do established
firms access and use knowledge to improve their current activities and generate new directions? What technical and organizational
infrastructures enable these activities? Drawing out lessons for future research, this book will be of great interest to academics concerned
with science and innovation policy and its implementation. Managers and policy makers involved in innovation and technology strategy, and
with developing responses to new challenges such as open innovation , will also find much to interest them within this book.
How did the fact become modernity's most favored unit of knowledge? How did description come to seem separable from theory in the
precursors of economics and the social sciences? Mary Poovey explores these questions in A History of the Modern Fact, ranging across an
astonishing array of texts and ideas from the publication of the first British manual on double-entry bookkeeping in 1588 to the
institutionalization of statistics in the 1830s. She shows how the production of systematic knowledge from descriptions of observed particulars
influenced government, how numerical representation became the privileged vehicle for generating useful facts, and how belief—whether
figured as credit, credibility, or credulity—remained essential to the production of knowledge. Illuminating the epistemological conditions that
have made modern social and economic knowledge possible, A History of the Modern Fact provides important contributions to the history of
political thought, economics, science, and philosophy, as well as to literary and cultural criticism.
What is the Teach and Grow Rich opportunity, and how does it affect you? In Teach and Grow Rich, entrepreneur and bestselling author
Danny Iny reveals the ocean of opportunity for anyone who has useful knowledge and is willing to share it with others. If you've tried to create
and sell an online product before and failed, this book will show you a process that will help you succeed at last: co-creation. This updated
edition describes co-creation in greater detail. It also tells the stories of many who have learned and executed the process. They're proof that
the opportunity to teach and grow rich doesn't favor only those who have specialized expertise, business experience, or vast resources.
Almost anyone can seize this opportunity and attain wealth, impact, and lifestyle freedom. To begin, you'll learn how to: Address the common
obstacle that keeps others from teaching online: confidence Determine your potential for becoming an online course creator Use co-creation
to create an online course people will pay for and that will produce the outcomes they desire Following this blueprint, you'll also learn how to:
Find a hyper-narrow and specific topic for your first (pilot) online course and validate it Write a single-page curriculum with the flexibility for cocreating your course with your pilot students Sell your pilot course even before you've built it and even if you don't have an audience Address
different learning modalities and deliver an online course Gather meaningful feedback from your students and use them to keep making your
courses better Lather, rinse, and repeat the process until you have an Education Empire About Danny Iny Danny Iny is the founder of
Mirasee, host of the Business Reimagined podcast, best-selling author of multiple books including Engagement from Scratch!, The Audience
Revolution, and the first edition of Teach and Grow Rich. He is also creator of the acclaimed Audience Business Masterclass and Course
Builder's Laboratory training programs, which have together graduated over 5,000 value-driven online entrepreneurs.
This book describes the history of economic thought, focusing on the development of economic theory from Adam Smith's 'Wealth of Nations'
to the late twentieth century. The text concentrates on the most important figures in the history of the economics. The book examines how
important economists have reflected on the sometimes conflicting goals of efficient resource use and socially acceptable income
distribution.--[book cover].
The main driver of inequality—returns on capital that exceed the rate of economic growth—is again threatening to generate extreme discontent
and undermine democratic values. Thomas Piketty’s findings in this ambitious, original, rigorous work will transform debate and set the
agenda for the next generation of thought about wealth and inequality.
"What The Double Helix did for biology, David Warsh's Knowledge and the Wealth of Nations does for economics." —Boston Globe A
stimulating and inviting tour of modern economics centered on the story of one of its most important breakthroughs. In 1980, the twenty-fouryear-old graduate student Paul Romer tackled one of the oldest puzzles in economics. Eight years later he solved it. This book tells the story
of what has come to be called the new growth theory: the paradox identified by Adam Smith more than two hundred years earlier, its
disappearance and occasional resurfacing in the nineteenth century, the development of new technical tools in the twentieth century, and
finally the student who could see further than his teachers. Fascinating in its own right, new growth theory helps to explain dominant firstmover firms like IBM or Microsoft, underscores the value of intellectual property, and provides essential advice to those concerned with the
expansion of the economy. Like James Gleick's Chaos or Brian Greene's The Elegant Universe, this revealing book takes us to the frontlines
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of scientific research; not since Robert Heilbroner's classic work The Worldly Philosophers have we had as attractive a glimpse of the
essential science of economics.
In Wealth, Poverty, and Politics, Thomas Sowell, one of the foremost conservative public intellectuals in this country, argues that political and
ideological struggles have led to dangerous confusion about income inequality in America. Pundits and politically motivated economists
trumpet ambiguous statistics and sensational theories while ignoring the true determinant of income inequality: the production of wealth. We
cannot properly understand inequality if we focus exclusively on the distribution of wealth and ignore wealth production factors such as
geography, demography, and culture. Sowell contends that liberals have a particular interest in misreading the data and chastises them for
using income inequality as an argument for the welfare state. Refuting Thomas Piketty, Paul Krugman, and others on the left, Sowell draws
on accurate empirical data to show that the inequality is not nearly as extreme or sensational as we have been led to believe. Transcending
partisanship through a careful examination of data, Wealth, Poverty, and Politics reveals the truth about the most explosive political issue of
our time.
This 2005 book traces the history of economic thought from its prehistory to the present day.
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